
Working Together to Protect the Public

July 2021 
The North Carolina General 
Assembly passed SB 188, creating 
registration and the ability to 
stamp and seal non structural 
construction plans for permitting, 
or independent practice rights, for 
certified interior designers. This 
bill was developed in collaboration 
with the Board of Architects and 
was unopposed by the state 
component of the American 
Institute of Architects.

June 2021  
The National Council of Architectural 
Registration Boards (NCARB), the 
national regulatory and credentialing 
body for the architecture profession, 
sunsets their long-standing resolution 
to oppose interior design licensing, 
stating “The 20-year-old resolution 
does not reflect the current state of 
interior design licensing and is not 
in alignment with NCARB’s efforts to 
support multi-disciplinary Member 
Boards that regulate architecture and 
interior design.”

December 2021 
The national component of the 
American Institute of Architects 
(AIA) revised their national position 
to eliminate outright opposition to 
interior design licensure, stating:  
“A revised position allows AIA and its 
members to be more flexible and to 
negotiate and discuss options and 
remedies with legislators, regulators, 
and partner groups that best suit 
their respective state since each 
state is different.”

December 2021  
The Council for Interior Design 
Qualification (CIDQ) and NCARB 
released the Joint Comparison Report, 
which found substantial similarities 
between the practice analyses and 
exam objectives of the credentialing 
examinations of the architecture and 
interior design professions. Among 
the findings, the groups concluded 
that “architecture and interior design 
are separate and distinct professions 
that both have an important role in 
protecting public health, safety, and 
welfare.”

June 2022 
The Illinois General Assembly 
unanimously passed HB 4715. 
Developed in collaboration with 
the state component of the 
American Institute of Architects, 
this bill was unopposed and 
expanded the state’s title act to 
include permitting privileges and 
independent practice rights for 
certified interior designers.

March 2022 
The Wisconsin Legislature 
passed SB 344. Developed 
in collaboration with the state 
component of the American 
Institute of Architects, this bill 
was unopposed and expanded 
the state’s title act to include 
permitting privileges and 
independent practice rights for 
certified interior designers.

April 2023 
The Iowa Legislature passed SF 
135. Developed in collaboration 
with the state component of the 
American Institute of Architects, 
this bill was unopposed and 
expanded the state’s title act to 
include permitting privileges and 
independent practice rights for 
certified interior designers.

January 2023 
The Inter-organizational Council on 
Regulation (ICOR), comprised of the national 
regulatory associations administering 
credentialing examinations for the 
four design professions (architecture, 
engineering, landscape architecture, and 
interior design), convenes the Practice 
Overlap Task Force, bringing subject matter 
experts from each profession together to 
study issues of practice overlap and provide 
guidance to regulatory boards on handling 
issues of overlapping practice.

May 2023 
ICOR releases a signed 
statement “unequivocally” 
supporting continued 
licensure and regulation of 
all the design professions.

This timeline shows that collaboration between architects and interior designers on reasonable regulation 
is not only possible but also an important part of creating policy that best protects the public.
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Reasonable regulation of the interior design profession is important for the protection of public health, 
safety, and well-being. NCIDQ Certified interior designers impact public safety in a variety of ways, yet 
such regulation has traditionally been opposed by members of the professional architecture community. 
However, over the last several years, practitioners from the architecture and interior design communities 
have succeeded in collaborating to draft reasonable regulation that protects the public. 
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INTERIOR DESIGN REGISTRATION LAWS IN THE UNITED STATES
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Practice Act  
with permitting privileges

Title Act 
with permitting privileges

Practice Act  
with no permitting privileges

No Legislation 
with no permitting privileges

No Legislation 
with permitting privileges

Commercial Interior Design 
Certification Act with permitting privileges

Title Act 
with no permitting privileges

Private 
Certification

https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookup/2021/S188
https://www.aia.org/articles/6461593-aia-board-of-directors-support-diversifyin?utm_source=RealMagnet
https://www.cidq.org/_files/ugd/0784c1_1b6d7382049347ffa4145853f7c5572e.pdf
https://www.cidq.org/_files/ugd/0784c1_5491732da16f495186ae50147869a60a.pdf
https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=4715&GAID=16&GA=102&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=139067&SessionID=110&SpecSess=#:~:text=in%20noncommercial%20settings.-,Provides%20that%20every%20registered%20interior%20designer%20shall%20have%20a%20reproducible,sheets%20of%20interior%20technical%20submissions.
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2021/proposals/sb344
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/legislation/BillBook?ga=90&ba=SF%20135
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/legislation/BillBook?ga=90&ba=SF%20135
https://www.cidq.org/_files/ugd/0784c1_085693f7803c4baa9180c897cbf0f8f3.pdf
https://www.cidq.org/_files/ugd/0784c1_085693f7803c4baa9180c897cbf0f8f3.pdf

